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Abstract 
In the present revolution of modern higher antibiotics period giving instant results to the 
suffering humanity in various diseases with the gift of lot of side effects. Homoeopathy gives 
two steps ahead simple, medicine in required doses without side effects. 
The credibility of homeopathic doctor depends upon his ability to manage acute diseases. In 
chronic cases we will get enough time for prescription. But the scenario is entirely different in 
acute diseases our prescription should be apt and correct not only with regards to similimum 
but also with the dosage with required repetitions otherwise patient may land up in further 
complications or can face aggravations. 
I will be trying to elaborate the methodology upon which we can improve our performance in 
acute cases with very high success rate with limited failures as acute diseases are self-limiting 
disorders which have quick onsets, rapid progressions, and a tendency to develop an 
immediate crisis. 
In this research project, every attempt has been made to clarify each component of dosage and 
repetition when it comes to acute dynamic diseases. 
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Introduction 
As we all know each symptom is important, to make the totality unique, but if the right dose is 
amiss, the similimum is incomplete. 
The information present in this research is not a new one this is a genuine collection from the 
thousands of pages of our homeopathic philosophy. This work is like a drop from the ocean of 
knowledge gathered from the stalwarts, Hahnemann down till today. This research gives a 
brief conformation, verification of hard facts gathered from literature and experimentation.   
The term Posology originates from Greek words ‘posos’ meaning ‘how much’ and ‘logos’ 
meaning ‘study’. In homeopathy, Posology means the doctrine of dose of medicine. A 
homeopathic dose means the potency, quantity and form of medicine as well as repetition. As 
it is a very lengthy topic to explore, we will just focus on the potency selection part of 
Posology. 
Homoeopathy is the scientific system based on the principle “similar similibus curentur”. 
Similimum is the basis of selection of remedy in homoeopathy. Dr. Hahnemann has correctly 
used the word Perceive in the 3rd aphorism which means to clearly understand, to apprehend 
with the mind & understanding and not merely look upon. If physician clearly perceives what 
is to be cured in the diseases, that is in every Individual case of disease (Knowledge of 
disease), if he clearly perceives what is Curative in medicine, that is in each individual 
medicine (Knowledge of medicinal powers), the recovery must take place, following 
application of a remedy. For cure to take place, along with a similimum, we need to repeat 
dose, as and when required. Hence, it is necessary to learn posology i.e. doctrine of dosage. 
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